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Discussion 4 - Solutions
Bayesian Games: Uncertainty and signaling

1 Practice Problems

information sets and Bayesian beliefs

1. * Consider a game with perfect information and simultaneous moves between 2 players
with 2 actions each. Represent it as a sequential game with uncertainty.

Consider a typical “battle of the sexes” game. Then its extensive form with uncertainty
can be presented as follows:

2. *Consider the following Bayesian game:

(a) * What is the source of uncertainty in this game? Describe the strategies available
to each player.

Player two does not observe the second move of player 1. The strategies for each
player are:

S1 = {AC,AD,BC,BD} S2 = {E,F}
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Note that strategies must be contingent plans of action even if you or some other
player deviates from what is supposed to happen. That is at every information set
you are called to play, even if previous actions of you prevent you from reaching
such information set. Note as well the difference between a decision node and an
information set. Player 2 cannot condition her action on each of the nodes since
she cannot distinguish between them.

(b) *How many subgames are there in this game and how many information sets?

Two subgames and three information sets

(c) *Show the game in its normal form and find all its NE. Show there is at least one
NE that involves non-credible threats.

Player 1

Player 2
E F

AC 0 , 2 0, 2
AD 0 , 2 0, 2
BC −5, 3 −5, 2
BD −2,−1 2 , 1

The equilibria {(AC,E); (AD,E)}, as every NE that is not a SPNE, include a
non-credible threat. In this case, the threat is that player 2 will play E. Notice
that the unique NE of the subgame that starts with the second move of player
1 has player 1 choosing D, and in this case, F is player 2’s best response (see
next answer). This kind of non-credible threat is more subtle than last week. It
involves player 2 correctly anticipating that if player 1 chooses B at the beginning
it will then choose D since BD dominates BC. That is, player 2 can anticipate
that she will be in node 2y, yet is threatening to play E.

(d) *Find the unique SPNE and the weak sequential equilibrium (WSE) that is ”al-
most” equivalent to it.

First solve the subgame that starts with the second move of player 1: Therefore,

Player 1

Player 2
E F

C −5, 3 −5, 2
D −2,−1 2 , 1

player 2’s equilibrium strategy is F and for player 1 it is a choice between AD
and BD with payoffs (for this player) of 0 and 2 respectively. Thus the SPNE is
{(BD,F )}. The associated WSE must also include beliefs for all the non-trivial
information sets. Thus, (BD,F ;µ2(x) = 0) ∈ WSE

(e) * Is all the uncertainty resolved in the equilibrium you found above?

Yes, the belief at the information set of player 2 is degenerate. I.e. player two
makes her decision certain that she is in node 2y.

(f) (Challenge) Find another WSE that is not SPNE.

Every profile of strategies in a WSE is a NE, so we only need to check whether
(AC,E) or (AD,E) can be a WSE. This means, that we need to be able to find
beliefs for all non-trivial information sets for which these strategies are a mutual
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best response. If the information sets are in the equilibrium path, they must be
derived using Bayes rule, otherwise we are free to choose whatever we want.

First, for E to be a best response, its expected payoff must be larger, so 3µ2(x)−
1(1− µ2(x)) ≥ 2µ2(x) + 1(1− µ2(x)), thus we need µ2(x) ≥ 2

3
. Second we know

that AC and AD are a best response given E, so this is fine. Finally, since the
information set is not reached in either profile of strategies, we are free to choose
µ2(x) ≥ 2

3
, as needed. We conclude that

WSE = {(BD,F ;µ2(x) = 0), (AC,E;µ2(x) ≥ 2

3
), (AD,E;µ2(x) ≥ 2

3
)}.

3. Moheeb is playing a game with Andy, each can choose between two actions, A and B.
Moheeb does not know if the game is a prisoner’s dilemma or a coordination game.
His prior belief is that it is a coordination game with 80% probability. In contrast,
Andy knows what game is being played and Moheeb’s prior beliefs. The payoffs for
each of the possible games are:

Moheeb

Andy
A B

A 5, 5 0, 6
B 6, 0 1, 1

(0.2)

Moheeb

Andy
A B

A 5, 5 0, 0
B 0, 0 1, 1

(0.8)

(a) Find the two Bayesian Nash equilibria in pure strategies.

Notice that since Andy knows the state of the world, he can condition his action to
it. Andy’s strategies thus are SA = {AA,AB,BA,BB}. Now given any strategy,
say AA we can compute Moheeb’s and Andy’s expected utility for each of their
strategies. For example, Moheeb’s strategies are SM = {A,B}. and the expected
utility for B given AA is 0.2(6)+0.8(0) = 1.2, likewise the expected utility for AA
given B is 0.2(0) + 0.8(0) = 0. We can build the payoffs of the expected utilities
as shown in the table below.

Moheeb

Andy
AA AB BA BB

A 5 , 5 1, 1 4 , 5.2 0, 1.2

B 1.2, 0 2 , 0.8 0.2, 0.2 1 , 1

Therefore, the Bayesian Nash equilibria1 are BNE = {(A,BA), (B,BB)}.
(b) Represent this simultaneous game as a sequential game with a hidden move by

nature and hidden moves by one of the players.

(c) Is there any scope for Moheeb to resolve some uncertainty before making his
decision?

1Note that this are analogous of a regular NE but with a game that has a move of Nature.
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No, Moheeb’s information set does not distinguish any action taken before wether
by Nature or by Andy. Contrast this game with the one in question 1 where player
two’s information set distinguishes from player 1 choosing A or B, thus possibly
learning from observing B.

4. * Suppose that you are bidding in a first price seal-bid auction along with Brian, for an
original bracelet wore by Freddie Mercury in the legendary Wimbledon concert. You
know that you value the bracelet at 1.5 Million Dollars. Your belief is that Brian could
value the bracelet either at 2 Million or at 1 Million with equal probability.

(a) *Draw the extensive form of this game. Hint: it is convenient to make the order
of moves to be Nature first, then you, then Brian.

(b) * What are the two different sources of uncertainty in this game?

For you the sources of uncertainty are the move by nature and the hidden move
by Brian. For Brian, the only source of uncertainty is your hidden move.

Suppose that when two bids are the same, the player with the highest valuation
gets the good. Show it is a weakly dominant strategy for Brian to bet 1.5M when
his valuation is 2M and to bet 1M otherwise
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Correction:

Bidding 1.5M when his valuation is 2M is not a dominant strategy. A bigger bid,
(1.5+ε)M for example, does better whenever you bid something higher than your
valuation. Clearly for you bidding higher than your valuation is a weakly domi-
nated strategy, but it still prevents this strategy from being a dominant strategy.
Likewise, bidding something smaller does better than 1.5M whenever you bid
something smaller than your valuation. Regardless, let’s take that strategy and
find your best response.

(c) What would be your best response to Brian’s strategy above?

It would be to bid 1M . When Brian’s valuation is 2M you know that your
valuation is not the highest, and to win you’ll have to bet more than 1.5M (Brians
strategy in that case) and make negative profits.It is only profitable to win when
Brian’s valuation is 1M . In this case, since Brian’s strategy is to bid 1M , your
optimal bid is also 1M , ensuring you the win and maximizing your profits.

(d) Is there an equilibrium where there is a positive probability for the bracelet to be
sold for 2M? What about for 1.5M?

The bracelet will never be solved for 2M . Brian will only bid 2M if he expects
you to also bid 2M however, given the uncertainty, it is a (strictly) dominated
strategy for you to bid more than your valuation. We saw before that bidding
more than your valuation was a weakly dominated strategy, but now it is a strictly
dominated strategy since you anticipate that Brian can have a low valuation with
positive probability, so with some positive probability bidding higher than your
valuation leads to negative profits. We conclude that Brian will not bid more
than 1.5M .

In contrast, there is a NE where the bracelet is sold at 1.5M , for example if
Brian’s strategy is to bid 1.5M regardless of his valuation, and for you to also bid
1.5M . Make sure you understand why there is no profitable deviation.

(e) Suppose now there is a third bidder, Roger, who is believed to value the good
either at 1.2 Million with probability 2/3 or at 0.9 Million with complimentary
probability. Show that it is a Bayes Nash equilibrium for every bidder to choose
the smallest bid that guarantees them to win whenever they have the highest
valuation, and to bid their valuation otherwise.

The proposed profile of strategies is (b2B, b
1
B, bY , b

1.2
R , b0.9R ) = (1.5, 1, 1.2, 1.2, 0.9),

where bvi is the bid that player i submits when their valuation is v. However,
note that the profile of strategies is not a Bayesian Nash Equilibrium since, for
example, Brian will have an incentive to deviate when his valuation is 2M by
reducing his bid since the next highest valuation is 1.2M , sorry about that2.

Signaling: Markets with Asymmetric information

5. Suppose you are new in an office and want to be friends with this group of people who
buy cool snacks to share among themselves. They are very strict on who they let in
the group because snacks are expensive and they like people who are into sharing and
will not take advantage of them. You know that it is commonly believed that only 40%

2For an equilibrium like this to work we need valuations to be uncertain in a way that almost no type of
player knows for sure if they have the highest or the lowest valuation.
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of new workers are of the sharing type. For workers who like sharing, getting into the
group has a value of 4 because they not only enjoy the snacks (with a value of 2), but
they also enjoy hanging out with like-minded people (with a value of 2). In contrast,
workers that are not of the sharing type only enjoy the snacks. You are deciding to
buy them a treat at a cost of 3x, where x is the number of snacks (an integer), to signal
your type and get into the group. As for the group, they enjoy the treats regardless
of whether they accept the person into the group or not and regardless of its type,
deriving a utility of αx. However, if the person is of the sharing type and is accepted
they get an additional payoff of 1. If the person is greedy and is accepted they get a
payoff of -1. Finally, if the person is rejected they get no additional payoff.

(a) * Draw the extensive form of this game. Be careful as to how you draw the
non-trivial information sets.

(b) * Even though you know you are of the sharing type why do we need to solve for
the best response of the greedy type?

Your optimal strategy depends on the strategy of the group. However, their
beliefs (thus their optimal strategy) depends on not only your strategy, but also
the strategy of the other type. Therefore, in order to correctly anticipate how
your treat will affect their beliefs, thus their decision to accept you or not, it is
key to reason what the other type will find optimal to do and that way conclude
what the optimal action is.

(c) * Is there any pooling WSE?

Yes, any profile of strategies and beliefs of the form:

(00, RR;µ2(x) = 0.4, µ2(u) ≤ 1/2)

is a pooling WSE.

(d) * As the sharing type, how many snacks will you buy? Characterize the separating
WSE.

In the unique separating equilibrium, the sharing type buys 1 treat. The sepa-
rating WSE is

(10, RA;µ2(x) = 0, µ2(u) = 1)
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(e) * Suppose that this group doesn’t even like the treats (i.e. α = 0). Is the
equilibrium found above efficient?

No, the outcome of the previous equilibrium is (0, 0) when Nature chooses the
greedy type and (1, 1) when Nature chooses the sharing type. In contrast, it is
a Pareto improvement for the group to accept for free the sharing type and get
a payoff of (4, 1) while still rejecting the greedy type. Of course we have shown
that the lack of perfect information prevents this outcome from being reached.

(f) How will your results change if:

(explore each of these scenarios separately with respect to the benchmark case
described at the beginning)

i. The treat to you bought them was free?
The only type of equilibria would be pooling where either both types buy
treats or neither did. Also both types would buy the same number of treats.

ii. If there was recent influx of generous co-workers so that people believed greedy
types are now in the minority?
The two types of equilibria will survive except the polling equilibria would be

{(00, AA;µ2(x) > 1/2, µ2(x) ≥ 1/2), (00, AR;µ2(x) > 1/2, µ2(x) ≤ 1/2)}.

That is equilibrium would be efficient, since even they do not receive treats
their prior is that it is more likely for the new co-worker to be of the sharing
type. This example illustrates that information asymmetry not always creates
inefficiencies.

iii. If the group changed its policy to be more strict and only allow a person in
if they are 99% sure they are of the sharing type?
This will have no effect in the equilibrium strategies, if anything there will
be more equilibria, since there are more beliefs off-path equilibrium that will
be part of a WSE in the pooling equilibria. I.e any profile of strategies and
beliefs of the form:

(00, RR;µ2(x) = 0.4, µ2(u) ≤ 0.99)

is a pooling WSE.

6. Consider Spence’s job-market signaling model where the education is productive for
firms. There are 2 equally likely types of workers. Highly productive workers have a
productivity of 6e while mildly productive workers have a productivity of 2e, where
e is their level of education (a real number). Getting education is equally hard for
both types of workers, it costs e2. The job market is competitive so workers are paid
their expected productivity. Worker’s utility is their payment minus the cost of their
education.

(a) * As a benchmark, characterize the efficient levels of education, wages and utility
if types were observable.

If types are observable, firms will pay six times their years of education to high
productive types and twice their years of education to mildly productive types.
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Therefore when choosing their years of education they solve:

maxeh 6eh − e2h maxem 2em − e2m
FOC : 6 = 2e∗h FOC : 2 = 2e∗m

e∗h = 3 e∗m = 1

Thus, the wages would be wh = 18, wm = 2 and the utilities would be uh = 9,
and um = 1.

(b) * Verify that if types are private information the levels of education found above
are not part of a WSE

Under this profile of strategies, for any WSE, the firm must belief that it is facing
a highly productive type after observing a level of education of 3, and facing a
mildly productive type after observing 1 year of education and pay accordingly.
However, given those beliefs and wage strategy, the mildly productive type has
an incentive to deviate and get 3 years of education. Such deviation would lead
to be confused with a highly productive type, be paid 18 and incur in a cost of 9,
overall getting a utility of 9 > 1.

(c) * Is there an equilibrium where both types choose the same level of education
(called a pooling equilibrium). If so characterize it, otherwise show no such equi-
librium exists.

Yes, any profile of strategies where e∗h = e∗m say they are equal to e∗, and the
number e∗ satisfies 2 −

√
3 ≤ e∗ ≤ 2 +

√
3 and the strategy of wages for the

firm is w(e) = 4e if e = e∗ and w(e) = 2e otherwise is part of a pooling WSE.
As for the beliefs, on the equilibrium path they are equal to the prior, so the
probability of facing a highly productive type given that the level of education is
the equilibrium e∗ is µf (h|e∗) = 1/2, while outside the equilibrium path for e′ 6= e∗

we have µf (h|e∗) = 0, that is the firm believes that any potential employee with
a level of education different than e∗ is for sure a mildly productive type3.

(d) * Characterize the set of WSE where types choose different levels of education
(called separating equilibrium)

In any separating equilibrium the strategies or potential employees are e∗m = 1
and e∗h = 3 + 2

√
2 while the strategy of the firm is w(e) = 6e if e = e∗h and

w(e) = 2e if e 6= e∗h. Finally the beliefs are µf (h|e∗h) = 1 and µf (h|e′) = 0 for all
e′ 6= e∗h.

(e) What is the dead weight loss that arises from this asymmetry of information
(provide a lower and an upper bound).

Since firms pay the workers productivity, their profits are always zero. Suffices to
focus on employees well being. In the separating equilibrium, mildly productive
types are choosing their efficient level of education, so the only dead-weigh loss is
coming from the fact that highly productive types are getting too much education,
their utility in equilibrium is 6e∗h−e2∗h = 1 so the dead weight loss is 18−1 = 17. In
the pooling equilibrium both types can choose an inefficient amount of education,
either too low since 2−

√
3 < 1 or too high since 2 +

√
3 > 3.

3There are other pooling WSE that differ on the beliefs outside the equilibrium path, thus on the wage
strategies outside the equilibrium path, but each of them is outcome equivalent to some equilibrium of the
ones described in the text
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